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Adopt-A-Trail Project Overview
The Adopt-A-Trail project was
launched in 2016 as a way for
volunteer groups to partner
with the Virginia Department
of Wildlife Resources (DWR) to
update, maintain and improve
the Virginia Bird and Wildlife
Trail (VBWT). The VBWT is a
guide to the best places in
Virginia for viewing birds and
other wildlife and is composed
of over 650 sites which are organized into 65 loops across the state. The
VBWT was established in three regional phases between 1999-2004, with
the goal of increasing awareness, appreciation and conservation of
Virginia’s wildlife and native habitats. Upon completion in 2004, the
VBWT was the first statewide trail of its kind in the country. All sites are
marked with signage and a guide to the trail is available electronically on
DWR’s website at http://www.dwr.virginia.gov/vbwt/.
With more than 630 trail sites located across the Commonwealth,
maintaining updated information about participating sites is incredibly
time consuming. With that in mind, the Adopt-A-Trail project was created
to allow volunteer groups (e.g. Virginia Master Naturalist chapters) to
“adopt” loops of the VBWT and assist the DWR with VBWT site
monitoring. Participating groups adopt one or more loops that fall within
their local area. Project volunteers visit assigned sites on their adopted
loop(s) four times a year to assess conditions at the site, communicate with
the site’s owner/manager, update site information in the VBWT guide,
observe and record bird sightings using eBird, and to record additional
wildlife observations into the Wildlife Mapping project on iNaturalist. All of
the information collected is used to make updates to the VBWT guide, build
relationships with site owners/ managers, develop new marketing pieces
for the VBWT, and improve the overall quality of the trail for visitors.
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Getting Started
How to Start Participating in the Project
Interested groups (not just individual volunteers) must agree to commit to
project participation and loop adoption. One person should be selected to
serve as the group’s Adopt-A-Trail Coordinator, or main point of contact
with DWR. Groups willing to make this commitment should email Meagan
Thomas, Watchable Wildlife Biologist with DWR, at
meagan.thomas@dwr.virginia.gov with the name of the loop(s) your group
is interested in adopting as well as the contact information, including
phone number, email address, and mailing address, for the selected AdoptA-Trail Coordinator.

Creating a Citsci Account and Joining the Project
In order to participate in the Adopt-A-Trail project, volunteers will need to
have an account with Citsci — a free, global, citizen science support
platform. Instructions for creating a Citsci account and joining the AdoptA-Trail project can be found below:
1. Go to https://www.citsci.org and click “Sign Up” on the top of the
page.
2. Enter your information, create a username and password, then click
“Sign Up.”
a. CitSci uses case sensitive usernames and passwords, so be
sure to save your information.
b. You will receive an email requesting to verify your account and
complete your registration. You may need to re-login to CitSci
to complete your registration.
3. Once you are logged in, click on the “Projects” tab on the top of the
page. In the search bar, type “VBWT Adopt-A-Trail” and click enter.
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4. You should now see the VBWT Adopt-A-Trail project. Click on “Ask
to Join.” Your request will remain as “pending” until it is approved by
a project manager.

5. Once your request is approved, you will receive a notification email
and the project will appear under the “My Projects” tab on your
profile
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Navigating the Project
Accessing Project Resources
On the Adopt-A-Trail project home page, navigate to the Resources tab.
Here, you can find printable .pdf versions of the datasheets, instructions,
and other helpful tools for the project.

Datasheet Overview
Once your request to join the project in Citsci has been approved, you will
be able to access the checksheets, or datasheets, associated with the project.
The Adopt-A-Trail project has two main types of datasheets that should be
utilized during site evaluations. The Initial Visit checksheet is to be
completed only once, during a site's first evaluation. All subsequent
evaluations of a site should utilize the Seasonal Visit checksheet.
Seasonal visits should be completed four times a year, with each visit
occurring at some point during the below date ranges:
●
●
●
●

Winter (Jan 1st - Mar 31st)
Spring (Apr 1st - Jun 30th)
Summer (Jul 1st - Sept 30th)
Fall (Oct 1st - Dec 31st)

In addition to the Initial Visit and Seasonal Visit checksheets, additional
checksheets may be added to the project for volunteer completion at a later
date.
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Viewing Data Submitted to the Project
All members of the VBWT Adopt-a-Trail project have access to submitted
observations. We are currently waiting for a data download option to be
provided by CitSci, but, until then, there are a few different options
available to view the observations submitted to the project.
How to View submitted observations in CitSci:
1. Navigate to the VBWT Adopt-a-Trail project on CitSci, then click on
the “Data” tab. Here, you will be able to see all observations
submitted to the project.
2. You can sort these observations by clicking on “Date Observed”, “Date
Created”, or “Location Name”.
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3. If you’d like to see a combined list of all observations submitted to a
specific loop, you can use the “Location Name” Search Bar to search
for a specific loop.

4. Here, you can view each observation in a loop, the date of the
observation, and the observer. Click “View” next to any observation
you would like to review.
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Using the Website to Submit Data to
Citsci
Volunteers wishing to use a computer to submit their datasheets should
print the .PDF version of the datasheet from the “Resources” tab on the
project home page and bring it with them to complete during their site visit.
Once completed, the information recorded on the paper datasheet should
be transcribed and submitted to the project at the CitSci website.
Instructions for entering and submitting data via the Citsci website can be
found below.

Initial Visit Checksheet
This datasheet is to be completed once for each site, during a volunteer’s
first visit to the site following adoption. The goal of this data collection
effort is to collect baseline information regarding the site’s condition and
assess the accuracy of the information presented in the VBWT Online
Guide. In addition to collecting this information, we also ask that
volunteers make contact with a site representative (typically this is an
owner or manager) to discuss the VBWT and the Adopt-a-Trail project.
Following submission of the Initial Visit checksheet, volunteers should
begin using the Seasonal Visit checksheet for all subsequent visits to a site.
Before you begin filling out the Initial Visit Checksheet, schedule a
meeting (either via phone or on site) with the site representative to obtain
information about the site’s public contact information and any other
concerns the representative has about the site information within the
VBWT Online Guide.
Instructions for completing the Initial Visit Checksheet:
1. On the main
Adopt-a-Trail
project page,
click on the blue
“Add Data”
button and select
the “Initial Visit
Checksheet”.
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2. Your name will automatically be filled in as the Observer. Enter the
Observation Date and choose your site loop from the “Location”
dropdown list.

3. Next, fill in the site number and site name. You can find this
information on the VBWT website. The site number is what we use to
identify each site within a loop. If you already know the site
number you can continue onto direction #4 of this section,
otherwise see below for how to locate it on the VBWT website.
a. On a separate browser window, navigate to
https://dwr.virginia.gov/vbwt/, and choose either the
Mountain, Piedmont, or Coastal region depending on which
section your loop is located.
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b. Next, scroll down to see the loops in your chosen region. Click
on your loop.

c. Once you have selected your loop, look at the list of sites on the
right side of the screen. Here, you can find the site number. In
the example below from the Alleghany Highlands loop,
Gathright Dam is site number MAH01.

4. Continue through the datasheet answering the questions and
providing further comments when necessary.
5. Questions with a red asterisk (*) are required. Some questions have
additional explanations as seen in the example below.
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6. If there are facilities to be removed or added to the VBWT online
guide, choose from the list of facilities provided.

7. At the end of the datasheet, you will have the opportunity to provide
up to three pictures from your visit. This is not required. If you would
like to share a picture, upload the picture from your computer and
provide a comment in the space provided.
8. When you finish filling out the datasheet, click “Submit” at the
bottom of the page. You will then be able to see your responses and
pictures if you chose to upload any.
9. You can choose to return to the main project page by clicking “To
Project Profile” at the top of the page, enter another Initial Visit
observation by clicking “New Observation” at the top right of the
page, or deleting your observation by clicking “Delete” at the top right
of the page.
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Seasonal Visit Checksheet
This datasheet is to be completed in accordance with a volunteers regular,
seasonal visits to a site. Seasonal Visit Checksheets should be completed for
sites only if the Initial Visit Checksheet has already been submitted in a
previous quarter. The goal of this data collection effort is to record the bird
and wildlife activity at the site, document information related to visitor
experience, and maintain accurate information for the site in the VBWT
Online Guide.
Once an Initial Checksheet has been submitted, this datasheet should be
submitted for each adopted site in all subsequent quarters, with one
submission occurring during each of the following seasonal windows:
●
●
●
●

Winter: January 1st – March 31st
Spring: April 1st – June 30th
Summer: July 1st – September 30th
Fall: October 1st – December 31st

In addition to completing the Seasonal Visit Checksheet in Citsci,
volunteers are also asked to record their bird and wildlife observations from
their visits. All birding observations should be submitted in the form of an
eBird checklist, while all other animal observations should be submitted to
the Virginia Wildlife Mapping project on iNaturalist. Instructions for using
eBird and iNaturalist can be found later in this document.
Instructions for completing the Seasonal Visit Checksheet:
1. On the main
Adopt-a-Trail
project page,
click on the blue
“Add Data”
button and select
the “Seasonal
Visit
Checksheet”.
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2. Your name will automatically be filled in as the Observer. Enter the
date and time of your visit then choose the site loop from the
“Location” dropdown.

3. Fill in the site number and site name. If you already know the site
number you can continue onto direction #4 of this section,
otherwise see below for how to locate it on the VBWT website.
a. On a separate browser window, navigate to
https://dwr.virginia.gov/vbwt/, and choose either the
Mountain, Piedmont, or Coastal region depending on which
section your loop is located.
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b. Next, scroll down to see the loops in your chosen region. Click
on your loop.

c. Once you have selected your loop, look at the list of sites on the
right side of the screen. Here, you can find the site number. In
the example below from the Alleghany Highlands loop,
Gathright Dam is site number MAH01.
4. Next, choose which season you visited the site during based on the
dates provided in the question.
5. Continue down the datasheet answering the questions and providing
further comments when necessary. Required questions have a red
asterisk (*). If there is no asterisk, you may leave the question blank.
6. You will come across questions that ask if you have made submissions
to eBird or the Wildlife Mapping project in iNaturalist. Instructions
on how to complete these submissions can be found further down in
this manual.
a. You can click here to jump to eBird directions.
b. You can click here to jump to iNaturalist instructions
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7. At the end of the datasheet, you will have the opportunity to provide
up to three photos from your visit. This is not required, but if you
choose to share a picture, upload it from your computer then provide
a comment in the space provided.
8. When you finish, click “Submit” at the bottom of the page. After you
submit the datasheet, you will be able to see your answers and photos,
if you chose to upload them. You can return to the main project page
by clicking “To Project Profile,” add another entry by clicking “New
Observation,” or delete your submission by clicking “Delete” at the
top of the page.
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Using a Mobile Device to Submit Data to
Citsci
In addition to using a computer to complete checksheets, volunteers also
have the option to utilize a mobile device to enter and submit data to the
project. Instructions for using a mobile device to access and submit
checksheets can be found, below:

Initial Visit Checksheet
This datasheet is to be completed once for each site, during a volunteers
first visit to the site following adoption. The goal of this data collection
effort is to collect baseline information regarding the site’s condition and
assess the accuracy of the information presented in the VBWT Online
Guide. In addition to collecting this information, we also ask that
volunteers make contact with a site representative (typically this is an
owner or manager) to discuss the VBWT and the Adopt-a-Trail project.
Following submission of the Initial Visit checksheet, volunteers should
begin using the Seasonal Visit checksheet for all subsequent visits to a site.
Before you begin filling out the datasheet, schedule a meeting (either
via phone or on site) with the site representative to obtain information
about the site’s public contact information and any other concerns the
representative has about the site information within the VBWT Online
Guide.
Instructions for completing the Initial Visit Checksheet:
1. When you open the app, go to “My Projects,” then click on the green
“Add Data” button to the right of the project name.
2. Click “Select a data sheet…”, then choose the Initial Visit Checksheet.
After you have selected the checksheet, click the green “Add
Observation” button.
3. Enter the date and time of your observation. Your name will be
automatically filled in. Click “Next” at the bottom of the screen.
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4. Select a location by scrolling through the list until you find your loop.
Once you find your loop, click “Next.”
5. Continue through the datasheet
answering the questions and
providing further comments
when necessary.
6. Certain questions must be
answered in order to submit the
datasheet. These will be marked
with red text that says “A value
is required.” Some questions
have more detailed
explanations on how to answer
as seen in the example to the
right.
7. At the end of the datasheet, you will have the opportunity to provide
up to three photos from your visit. This is not required, but if you
choose to share a picture, upload it from your device then provide a
comment in the space provided.
8. When you have finished filling out the datasheet, click “Save.” You
will be taken back to your projects page.
9. In order to upload the observation to the project, click the three lines
at the top right of the screen.
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10. Click on “Observations to Upload.” You will now be able to see your
observation. If you would like to edit any of your answers, click the
green pencil button. If you would like to delete your observation, click
the red trash button. If you are ready to upload your observation to
the project, click the black cloud button, then click “Yes, submit it.”

11. You will now be able to view your observation on the desktop
webpage under the projects data tab.

Seasonal Visit Checksheet
This datasheet is to be completed in accordance with a volunteers regular,
seasonal visits to a site. Seasonal Visit Checksheets should be completed for
sites only if the Initial Visit Checksheet has already been submitted in a
previous quarter. The goal of this data collection effort is to record the bird
and wildlife activity at the site, document information related to visitor
experience, and maintain accurate information for the site in the VBWT
Online Guide.
Once an Initial Checksheet has been submitted, this datasheet should be
submitted for each adopted site in all subsequent quarters, with one
submission occurring during each of the following seasonal windows:
●
●
●
●

Winter: January 1st – March 31st
Spring: April 1st – June 30th
Summer: July 1st – September 30th
Fall: October 1st – December 31st
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In addition to completing the Seasonal Visit checksheet in Citsci, volunteers
are also asked to record their bird and wildlife observations from their
visits. All birding observations should be submitted in the form of an eBird
checklist, while all other animal observations should be submitted to the
Virginia Wildlife Mapping project on iNaturalist. Instructions for using
eBird and iNaturalist can be found later in this document.
Instructions for completing the Seasonal Visit Checksheet:
1. When you open the app, go to “My Projects,” then click on the green
“Add Data” button to the right of the project name.
2. Click “Select a data sheet…”, then choose the Seasonal Visit
Checksheet. After you have selected the checksheet, click the green
“Add Observation” button.
3. Enter the date and time of your observation. Your name will be
automatically filled in. Click “Next” at the bottom of the screen.
4. Select a location by scrolling through the list until you find your loop.
Once you find your loop, click “Next.”
5. Continue through the datasheet answering the questions and
providing further comments when necessary.
6. Certain questions must be
answered in order to submit the
datasheet. These will be marked
with red text that says “A value
is required.” Some questions
have more detailed
explanations on how to answer
as seen in the example to the
right.
7. At the end of the datasheet, you
will have the opportunity to provide up to three photos from your
visit. This is not required, but if you choose to share a picture, upload
it from your device then provide a comment in the space provided.
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8. When you have finished filling out the datasheet, click “Save.” You
will be taken back to your projects page. In order to upload the
observation to the project, click the three lines at the top right of the
screen.

9. Click on “Observations to Upload.” You will now be able to see your
observation. If you would like to edit any of your answers, click the
green pencil button. If you would like to delete your observation, click
the red trash button. If you are ready to upload your observation to
the project, click the black cloud button, then click “Yes, submit it.”

10.
You will now be able to view your observation on the desktop
webpage under the project’s data tab.
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Using eBird for the Adopt-A-Trail Project
Part of completing a seasonal or quarterly visit to an adopted VBWT site
involves submitting your birding observations in the form of an eBird
checklist. In order to complete this portion of the project and link these
checklists to your CitSci datasheet, volunteers will need to create an
account at https://ebird.org/.

Submitting Checklists Through the eBird Website
1. Begin at https://ebird.org/home and make sure you are logged into
your account. If you are not currently logged in, do so now.
2. Once you are signed in, click “Submit” at the top of the page.

3. If you have previously submitted an observation at the site/hotspot,
you can find the site in the “Choose from Your Locations” dropdown
and then move onto instruction #4. Otherwise, follow the steps below
to use the “Find it on a Map” tool.
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a. In the “Enter a Region” search bar, search for Virginia. A map
will pop up with many locations to choose from.
b. You can either zoom to the location of your site and choose an
existing hotspot or search for the site’s location.

c. Once you find the site, click on the hotspot and then click
“Continue” on the right side of the screen.

4. Enter the observation date and choose an observation type.
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5. Enter the number of each species you observed during your visit. If a
species is not on the list, you can choose “Add Species” on the right
side of the page.
6. After you finish your list, answer the question at the bottom right of
the page.
a. Answer “Yes” if you reported every species that you could
identify through site or sound to the best of your ability.
b. Answer “No” if you excluded any species that you were able to
identify.
7. After you create your list, click the “Submit” button on the bottom
right of the page.

8. Now that your
observation has
been submitted to
eBird, copy the
checklist ID in the
top left corner of
the screen and
paste it into the
corresponding question in the Seasonal Visit checksheet on CitSci.
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eBird Mobile App
1. Download or open the eBird app onto your phone and make sure you
are signed in.
2. When signed in, click on “Submit” on the bottom left of the screen.
3. If you are recording observed
species from a previous visit,
move on to instruction #4. If you are
recording observations live as you
explore the site follow the
instructions below:
a. make sure “record track” is
turned on and click “Start
Checklist.”
b. Tap the Auto selected coordinates at the top of the screen to
update your location information.
c. Zoom in on the map to your site’s general location and click
“load points.” The nearby hotspots will show up on the map.
You can choose your site from these, or search for it in the
search bar.
d. Move on to instruction #5.
4. If you are recording observed species from a previous visit,
change the date and time to when you were at the site then click
“Start Checklist.”
a. Zoom in on the map to your site’s
general location and click “load
points.” The nearby hotspots will
show up on the map. You can
choose your site from these, or
search for it in the search bar at
the top of the screen.
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5. Add all of your observed species. You can indicate the number of
birds you observed by clicking the plus
sign next to the species name, or
clicking on the name and manually
entering a number.
6. Choose your observation type and, if
prompted, enter the approximate
length of time spent observing and the
approximate distance traveled.
7. After this information is filled out,
click “Submit” on the bottom right of
the screen.
8. You will be asked if you have submitted a complete checklist.
a. Answer “Yes” if you reported every species that you could
identify through site or sound to the best of your ability.
b. Answer “No” if you excluded any species that you were able to
identify.
9. You can view your completed checklists by going to “Checklists” at the
bottom of the screen, then clicking “Submitted” at the top of the
screen.
10. To find your checklist ID number, click on your checklist, then click
on eBird.org at the bottom center of the screen. You will be taken to
your checklist on the eBird website, and the ID number can be seen at
the top left of the screen.
11. Submit this ID number to the
corresponding question on the
Seasonal Visit checksheet in CitSci.
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Using iNaturalist for the Adopt-A-Trail
Project
Part of completing a seasonal or quarterly visit to an adopted VBWT site
involves submitting your animal observations to the Virginia Wildlife
Mapping project in iNaturalist. In order to complete this portion of the
project and associate these observations with a site visit, volunteers will
need to create an account at https://www.inaturalist.org/.
A few important notes about the iNaturalist project:
● The Virginia Wildlife Mapping project was originally created to
capture observations of animal species only, because of this, the
project will not accept observations of plants. However, if you would
like to record any observations of plants from the site, you can still do
so just not as a part of this iNaturalist project.
● While you can submit birds to this project, we prefer that all bird
submissions be put in eBird to ensure they are linked to the
online guide pages.

Joining the Virginia Wildlife Mapping Project
1. Go to https://www.inaturalist.org and sign in. Once you are signed in,
from the top of the home page, click on the “Community” drop down
and then select “Projects”.
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2. In the search bar, type “Virginia Wildlife Mapping” and hit enter. The
Virginia Wildlife Mapping project should appear as seen below. Click
on the project.

3. Click on “Join the project” in the top right of the page. Scroll down to
agree with the terms of service, then click “Yes, I want to join.”

4. You will be redirected to the project’s main page. From here, you can
view observations and statistics for the project. The project will now be
accessible through the “Projects” tab on your profile home page.
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iNaturalist Observations Submission via the
Website
1. Go to https://www.inaturalist.org and sign in. Once you are signed in,
from the top of the home page, click on the “Projects” tab and then
click on the “Virginia Wildlife Mapping” project link.

2. To make an observation, click the large red banner that says “Add
observations.”
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3. Fill in as many of the observation fields as you can and use the tool on
the right hand side to link a photo to your observation, if possible.

4. Make sure to add a Tag to your observation with the site number. The
site number is the full alphanumeric code for the site (e.g. CES01) and
should not include any spaces.

5. After you enter your observation details, there is a section titled “Fill
out project observation fields.” In this section, there is a question
asking if the observation was submitted as part of the Adopt-a-Trail
project. Make sure you select “Yes”.

6. Once you have finished entering the observation details, you can
choose to add a new observation. If you are completely finished, click
the blue save button. Your observation(s) will be added to the project.
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iNaturalist Observations Submission via the
Mobile App
1. Download or open the iNaturalist app onto your phone and make
sure you are signed in.
2. To make an observation, click on “Observe” at the bottom center of
the screen. Choose the type of observation you would like to make,
then fill out as much of the requested information as possible. Please
include a photo of your observation if one is available. Next, click the
“Projects” option.

3. From here, make sure the toggle is on for the Virginia Wildlife
Mapping project and you select “Yes” for the question that asks if the
observation is a part of the Adopt-a-Trail project.
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4. Once you have finished entering your observation details, click the
green “Share” banner at the bottom of the screen. Your observation
will be shared to the project.
5. Once your observations are shared to the project, you will need to
log in to iNaturalist on a desktop to tag the observation,
a. Log in to https://www.inaturalist.org then click “Your
Observations” at the top of the screen.
b. Click on the observation/s from your visit and add a Tag of the
site number. The site number is the full alphanumeric code for
the site (e.g. CES01) and should not include any spaces.
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